Clarifications regarding queries from prospective Selection of Agencies for
the Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning of Equipment for TB
Laboratories across India under National Competitive Bidding (NCB)
ITB No.: SAMS - FIND- EQUIPMENT PROCT-02/2014
Sl.
No
1

dated 08thFebruary 2014

Query
Delivery Period:
Delivery period mentioned by you is 45 days. Our standard
delivery period is around 12-14 weeks. We therefore request
you to amend the delivery period to minimum 12 weeks from
the date of firm order received at our end.
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Payment Terms:
In the tender you have specified that the currency should be
Indian Rupees.

Clarifications provided by
SAMS/ FIND
The firms were clarified that the
issue would be examined and a
formal communication would be
uploaded

The firms were clarified that the
issue would be examined and a
formal communication would be
uploaded

Please note that the microscopes are produced in abroad and
have to be imported from our factory. Hence we would like to
offer the price of the product in Foreign currency and request
you to place order for direct import by you and to pay in FE
directly to our factory. However, we are agreeable to facilitate
you with all customs duty and clearance, transport and other
related services to move the microscopes to the ultimate
destination and shall quote our charges for the same in Indian
Rupees, which you can pay to us locally. In case you have any
customs duty concession or exemption, please provide us the
same and shall charge you accordingly.
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Road Permit/ Way Bill etc. for interstate transportation:
Please confirm/clarify that the necessary authorization and tax
forms/transport permits would be provided by you to enable us
to transport the microscopes from the place of import to the
ultimate consignee, on behalf of the importer/Buyer.

It was clarified that FIND and
SAMS would facilitate the
process
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VAH for Battery Backup of 30 mts
Battery VAH has to be mentioned, otherwise the quote from
different vendors will be different. Either you give details of
Battery AH or VAH Usually for 25.30 mts backup STANDARD
UPS WITH need 26 AH Battery as per details:3Kva UPS with 30 Mts- 26 AH x 8 Battery (VAH = 2496 VAH)
5Kva UPS with 30 mts- 26 AH x 16 Battery (VAH = 4680 VAH)

Bidders may propose the VAH/
no. of batteries as per their
design.

For Full 30 mts backup on full load the Battery details are as
follows:3Kva UPS with 30 Mts- 26 AH x 10 Battery (VAH = 3120 VAH)
5Kva UPS with 30 mts- 26 AH x 17 Battery (VAH = 5304 VAH)
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Battery Warranty of 3 Years
The Battery to be used 26 AH does not come with 3 Year
Battery Warranty from Manufacturer. Hence it should be 2
Year Only

Bidders may propose the best
possible option as per their
design.
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UPS & Battery Warranty from Date of installation
UPS and Battery warranty should be wef date of Delivery.
Since if the site is not ready and it takes more than a month for
installation. There will be problem and the Battery will get
discharge and warranty lapses. Hence to a maximum of One
month grace from the date of Delivery is expectable.

UPS and Battery warranty would
be affected from the date of
installation or after one month of
delivery whichever is earlier.
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Battery Make not mentioned in Tender Doc
The standard Battery makes should be mentioned like
Exide/QUANTA/ROCKET/Hi- Power

Bidders may propose the best
possible option as per their
design.
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Some state charges Entry Tax and other Taxes, how will be
manage these kind of problem.

It was clarified that FIND and
SAMS would facilitate the
process. However, any charges if
paid would be borne by the
vendor.

